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Read your favorite e-books easily on your Android with Google Play Books.Google Play Books is a free app for Android that gives you lots of good collection of downloadable e-books for you to enjoy. Get your favorite e-books uploaded to your android easily with New York Times bestsellers, up-and-coming authors, and
free book collections. Then we set up your experience with personalized settings. You can follow your favorite comic book series, discover new books to read, and be offered with personalized and curated books that you can sniff. Download Google Play Books now and enjoy reading e-books anytime and anywhere.
Please visit Tom's Guide for more interesting apps and breaking news for Android.And if you have any Android problems, go and check out Tom's Guide forums. Download If you were looking for an easy way to get the entire Nexus experience typing for Android on your own device, we're here to tell you that your search
is over. Today, Google's keyboard was added to the Google Play Store - announced via the Android page on Google - and anyone with a compatible device can now download it for free. If, for whatever reason, you still haven't got the chance to try Google Keyboard yourself, all you need to know is that it offers an
Android stock typing experience, so it's called the Nexus typing experience above. It's said to turn the usual input method into something smart and easy, so if you're a big actually able to type the words you want to say, then that's what you definitely need to look at. Tapping the microphone in Google's keyboard allows
voice Typing to easily compose messages on the go. And built-in dictionaries ensure that the best typing experience is available for 26 different languages. If you still don't have it on your own Android smartphone or tablet (and you use Android 4.0 or later), then check out the Google Play link at the source below to install
it. Tagged: Google's GoogleGoogle Play Store has released Google Play Services 5.0, which is currently rolling out on devices around the world. Google Play services allow developers to connect with Google services such as Google Maps, Cloud Messaging and others. This release contains support for Android
wearable devices and wallet API updates, API Drive and more. The Android wearables API makes it easier for developers to communicate with their apps running Android wearable devices. Keeping the data THE API automatically syncs and persistently. There is a low-delay messaging interface for data synchronization,
monitoring messages, messages, asset transfers. App indexing API allows you to tell Google about deep links in your home app. The Google Search app can show your app's history to users as part of the instant search offerings when using this API. The contents of the app can be indexed and shown as deep links in
Google search results if deep links are reported. Google Wallet's API added support for the offer to the Save the Wallet button. Users can now click on the button to save offers from the app and bring them to Google Wallet. Users can receive location-based notifications to scan these digital maps when they leave.
Payments can also now be split between a Google Wallet user's balance and a credit or debit card related to their wallet. Google Play gaming service updates contain several basic addytons. Quests are a new set of APIs that can run players' goals based on time and reward players without having to update your game.
You send a game action to the service when the player successfully completes a level or task. Saved games, meanwhile, allow you to store a player's saved progress in the cloud so that they can be accessed on multiple devices. Saved data can include a cover image and a description for more context, as well as the
time played. There are a number of other updates to Google Player Services 5.0. These include media tracks introducing Chromecast closed signature support, as well as an update to the Google Drive API, Analytics improvements and more. You can check out all the changes over at Google's Android Development
Blog. Tell us what you think of the changes to Google Play Services below in the comments. Source: Android Development Blog We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. Many people think that Google Play is the only option android users have to download apps. But there are actually quite a
few quality alternatives. Also, if you bought a device that is not authorized to manage the Play Store, access can be very difficult (if not impossible). You will have no choice but to use an alternative. Frankly, there are many reasons to use an alternative app store on Android. The options below can help you find a lot of
great apps even without Google Play. 1. Amazon Appstore The first and most obvious alternative to the Amazon Appstore. This is probably the biggest contender for the Play Store, as it is the default app store that comes on all Amazon Fire tablets. We've compared the Play Store to the Amazon Appstore in the past, but
Amazon's version has updated and grown a bit since then. Amazon's new app into today's flat application interfaces. The navigation menu that used to slip out on the left has disappeared. You can now navigate through categories by clicking icons at the bottom of the screen, as it would in the iOS app. These sections
will help you discover new apps and view your current library. They also track the track your Amazon coins, a form of digital currency akin to gift cards. The app also contains a lightweight social component called Pulse. On the homepage, you can scroll down to see featured apps and what is currently popular. There's
also a section for free software and apps for sale. The Amazon store may not fit the Play Store in size, but it manages to feel like a viable alternative. A large number of the most popular apps are present, if you exclude a large collection of Google services. Of course, this is a big caveat. Many people consider Google
software the main reason they use Android over iOS. Download: Amazon Appstore (free) 2. F-Droid On the other hand, if you prefer Android to iOS because Android is technically open source, then F-Droid is the app store for you. The F-Droid doesn't have anywhere near as many apps as the other options on this list.
However, it is the largest mobile app store that has exclusively free open source software. You don't need to love Linux to find value in F-Droid. By definition, apps here are all free to use. Not only that, you can have great confidence that the software does not contain any malware. F-Droid even goes so far as to warn
when apps can track your behavior or location. Previous versions of this app have been terribly basic. The latest version not only fits into the current Android design guidelines, but it provides categories and recommendations to help you discover apps that do what you need. This is especially valuable because if you use
the F-Droid, you may have to replace most of the apps that you are used to. We've highlighted our favorite open source Android apps to give you some ideas. Download: F-Droid (free) 3. SlideME SlideME is an app store that comes on many devices that don't have Google Play. It is aimed at device manufacturers
wanting to sell in regions that the Play Store is not very good. SlideME is also looking for developers whose apps are not welcome in Google Play (although it does not allow apps with adult content). The store app you download to your phone is called SAM, the manager of the SlideME app. SlideME has more choice
than F-Droid, but less than Amazon. You'll find more games here than on F-Droid and can avoid tracking what's happening with Amazon. While SlideME may appeal to areas underserved by the Play Store, the company is actually based in Seattle. Each app is subject to So you can expect a certain degree of quality and
safety. The store interface hasn't seen an update in years, but it's still functional and easy enough to learn. There are many ways to discover new apps, which is a plus. Choosing an app gives you a download button, description, screenshots, reviews and a few more options at the bottom. This is a fairly standard number
of options, similar to what you can find in the Play Store. However, there is a thin banner banner that runs along the bottom of the app sometimes, which is annoying if you accidentally click on it. Download: SlideME (free) 4. Modest Kit As the name suggests, Humble Bundle hasn't started as an app store. Initially, it
offered a semi-regular set of bundles that allow you to pay as much as you wanted for a pack of games. If you have paid more than a certain amount, you have unlocked the full package. Plus a part of each sale went to charity. Eventually, Humble Bundle expanded from a series of spills into a full-blown app store. The
site also sells soundtracks and books. But the bundles continue. Some of the early spills included Android games. For a while, there was also a regular modest mobile kit that was released separately from the main package. This practice is over, but Android games have not disappeared. You can still find them in the
Humble Store and you can sometimes see one make an appearance as part of the bundle. The Android Humble Bundle app is not a full store. Instead, it's a hub for downloading apps you've purchased and installing random updates. The interface is a bit out of date, but it still works. A modest store may not contain
anywhere near the choice found in the Play Store or Amazon Appstore, but every download is DRM-free. This means that you actually own the software that you buy here, which you can download and back up anyway you like. Download: Modest Kit (Free) Who Needs Google Play? If you can't access the Play Store, I
hope one of these alternative app stores will help you download all the apps you need. Meanwhile, if you leave the Play Store because you have privacy issues, there are other steps you can take to de-Google your Android device. Or go even further and remove Google from your life. 6 Reasons to Use Docker
Virtualization Software Docker provides many advantages over a virtual machine---wether reasons to start using it today. Related Android Theme Amazon Appstore Android Apps about author Bertel King (324 articles published) Read more from Bertel King King
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